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Abstract

 Product  development(PD) needs  to consider  such  characteristics  as  multi-goals

and  qualitative  evaluation,  cost  constraint  and  combinatorial  structure  of  develop-

ment  alternatives.  The  term  cost-perfbrmance  used  so  far has been mainly  empha-

sizing  ex  post facto the improvement  in single  function with  re$pect  to cost.  The

use  of  cost-perfbrmance  curve  (CPC), including multiple  and  qualitative criteria

and  under  varied  cost  constraints,  will  be effbctive for better PD  decision making.

 This  paper  develops  an  extended  model  of  CPC  for selecting  combinatorial  alter-

native  (CA) in PD  so  as  to'maximize  total perfbrmance under  cost  constraint.  The

characteristics  of  this model  lie in the  fo11owing points: target sales  quantity of

product  is newly  introduced; thejoint use  ofAnalytic  Hierarchy Proces$ (AHP)  and

Enumeration  Method  (EM)  is attempted  throughout this study  to treat with  more

general eases  including dependent alternatives  among  funct.ipnal units;  some  prac-
tical viewpoints,  which  are  usefu1  to other  PD  problems,  are  presented  through  the

application  of'copying  machine.  [Ehe re'sults  ofanalyses  show  that the int'rodudtion
of  sales  quantity has  an  important  influence on  CPC  and  thus  on  optimal  selection

of  CA, and  it is also  considered  to be impor'tant in developing  further extended  PD

models.
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1. introduction

   In an  environment  of  diversified values  and  intense competition,  to meet  clients'

requirements  from a  total viewpoint, that is, to supply  products with  well-balanced

functions at  lower cost,  is a  key factor in product  development (PD).

  This paper  develops an  extended  model  of  cost-performance  curve  (CPC) for gelect-

ing combinatorial  alternative (CA) in PD  so  as  to maximize  total perfbrmanee under

total cost  constraint  (hereafter, we  call  it eost  constraint)  by jointly using  Analytic

Hierarchy  Process (AHP) and  Enumeration Method  (EM). CPC  represents  ehange  in

optimal  total perfbrmance  when  changing  target cost.

  It is important in PD  to consider  multigoal  and  qualitativg evaluation  items, cost

constraint,  and  combinatorial  characteristies  of  development alternatives.

   With  regard  to multigoal  and  qualitative evaluation  items, the term  cost-perfbr-

mance  ratio  (price-perfbrmance ratio)  has been often  used  so  far. Here, the perfbr-

mance  has been limited mainly  to a  single  perfbrrnance that can  be evaluated  quanti-

tatively. However, the perfbrmance  in PD  should  be understood  as  total perfbrmance

which  includes factx)rs evaluated  from multigoal  and  qualitative viewpoints, such  as

operability,  reliability,  maintainability,  comfort,  design, etc. Therefore, it is important

to quantify this total perfbrmance  and  utilize  it effectively  in decision malimg  for PD.

  As  for cost  constraint,  a  product  is developed  under  a  certain  concept  by setting  tar-

get  produet  cost  based on  its price and  target sales  quantity  which  are  determinod

aecording  to the characteristies and  market  trend. This relationship  is shown  in Fligure 1.

ProductDevelopment

ProductConcept;MailcetSegmentation

Pricep;TargetSalesQuandtzsrq

[ftugetCostcEach}imct]ionalUnitCogtcjk

Figure  1 Cost Detemination  Mechanism  in Product  Development
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  For  PD  treated  in this study,  we  suppose  the  case  where  target  sales  quantity is set

(or predicted) for given product cencept  and  market  after  its concept  and  market  are

determined, multiple  criteria  are  introduced and  all  the functional units'  alternatives

are  made.  Here, target sales  quantity  plays  a  key role  in PD, because it affects  on  cost

estimation  for al1 functional units'  alternatives  and  thus optimal  choice  of  CA  in PD.

In general, the more  target sales  quantity increases the more  alternative  cost  decreas-

es  by  the scale  economy  as  explained  in Step 2 ofSection  2.3. Therefore, it's important

to explicitly  introduce target sales  quantity into cost  estimation  mechanism  for these

alternatives. When  target  cost  constraint  is set  at  a  certain  value  within  a  permitted

range  or  multiple  products  are  developed simultaneously  in diffbrent grades, it is

needed  to make  clear  changes  in optimal  total perfbrmance  with  respect  to changes  in

target cost  (that is, CPC)  for each  combination  of  prices and  target  sales  quantities of

multiple  products.

  The characteristics  of  CAs  in PD  manifest  themselves  in the fo11owing example:  A

product  has multiple  funetions including basic function. To realize  these functions,

subsystems  called  functional units  are  developed. The functional units  may  be parts

and/or  modules  developed already  or  to be developed in future. In general, plural

development  alternatives are  considered  for each  funetional unit.  That  is, in PD  we

have the problem  of  selecting  a  CA  among  a  set  of  CAs  for all functional units.

  With  respect  to the  study  which  is concerned  with  multigoal  and  qualitative aspeets,

cost  constraint  and  combinatorial  characteristics  of  alternatives,  a  prototype  model  [2]

has  been proposed  for the choice  of  CA  for PD  using  Analytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)

[7] and  the approximate  solution  (additional rate  crf return  method  for compeund  alter-

natives)  [4]. The model  deals with  the problem  of  selecting  a  CA  arnong  a  set  of  CAs

for all functional units  so  as  to maximize  total perfbrrnance under  cost  constraint,  that

is, the  sum  ef  development  cost  and  manufacturing  cost  (hereinafter called  
"cost").

T[hough  this study  is characterized  by  jointly using  AHP  and  combinatorial  optimiza-

tion technique, it has  not  clarified  the property of  optimal  solution,  namely,  cost-per-

formance behavior, because of  using  an  approximate  solution.  In this context,  another

study  proposes the concept  of  CPC  and  analyzes  the behavior by  jointly using  AHP

and  dynamic programming  (DP) [3]. However,  the study  should  be extended  in the

fo11owing points: target  sales  quantity,  which  affects  costing,  should  be explicitly  intro-
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duced into the model,  because alternative  cost  for developing every  functional unit  has

been considered  given so  far; enumeration  method,  which  enables  us  to easily  treat

with  more  general cases  including technological or  economic  dependent alternatives

arnong  functional units,  wi11 be needed  instead of  DP; information obtainod  from a

practical application  should  be utilized  effbctively  in applying  the model  to other  prac-

tical PD  problems.

  On  the other  hand, in the area  of  management  accounting,  Target Costing (TC) [1]

which  builds-in cogt  at  PD  phase, 
'and

 Value Engineering (VE) [5],{6] as  a  concrete

method  for realizing  TC, have been developed so  far. VE  method  is characterizod as

one  which  analyzes  product  functions, creates  alternatives and  selects  one  alternative

individually for each  funetion. It is effective  as  a  practical solution  for avoiding  selec-

tion from  numerous  number  of  CAs.  However,  where  there' are  relatively  smal1  num-

ber of  CAs  and  total judgement is required  in product  planning  or  method  design, the

proposed method  (cost-performance curve  method:CPCM)  may  algo  be effbctive  in

selecting  a  CA  for al1 functional units.  In this case,  VE  can  be also used  in analyzing

functions and  ereating  alternatives at  CPCM.  Therefore, CPCM  may  be interpreted

as  mutually  complementary  rather  than  an  exclusive  relationship  with  VE  method.

When  total judgement is required  at  VE  implementation phase, CPCM  can  be used  by

listing CAs  for all  functional units  and  tracing  changes  in perfbrmance  by  varied'  cost

eonstraints.

   The  purpose  of  this study  is

 1. to formulate more  general model  by explicitly  introducing target sales  quantity

   and  jointly using  AHP  and  EM  to easily  treat  with  cases  including dependent

   alternatives among  functional units;  
'

 2. to examine  the influence of  target sales  quantity on  CPC  and  to elarify  its role  in

   decision making;

 3. to apply  the  model  to practical PD  of  copying  machines  and  to present usefu1

   information for other  PD  problems.

  T[he characteristics  of  this model  lie in the points that target sales  quantity of  prod-

uct  ･is newly  introduced, the joint use  of  AHP  and  EM  is attempted  throughout  this

study  to treat with  more  general cases  including dependent ･alternatives  among  fimc-

tional units  and  a  practical application  is presented. -
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2. Description  ofProduct  Development  Model

2.1 Choice  ofAlternative  fbr Each  Functional  Unit

  Suppose  a  certain  concept  of  PD  for predetermined  planning  periods.  The  product

can  be evaluated  by such  m  types ofcriteria  E  i (i=1,...,m) as  basic function, operabili-

ty, reliability,  maintainability,  safety,  comfort  and  so  forth. The  product consists  ofn

types of  functional units  F  j lj==1,...,n) which  realize  main  functions. For each  func-

tional unit  F  j , r j types of  possible development alternatives  a  j k (k=1,...,r j) are  con-

sidered  and  their costs  cj  k can  be evaluated.  The problem  is to choose  a  CA  among  a

set  of  CAs  for all functional units  so  as  to maximize  total perfbrmance  under  cost  con-

straint  c. These relations  are  shown  in Figure 2.

 The  proposed  PD  model  
'is

 also  applicable  to other  problems  with  more  general hier-

archical  structures  so  long as  the structure  of  CAs  is held. For example,  we  can  also

consider  a  case  of  multi-layer  evaluation  items, where  evaluation  items  specific  to

every  functional unit  can  be  set  apart  from those of  product  as  a  whole.

Figure  2 Hierarchical Structure  of  CAs  Selection in Product  Development

2.2 Assumptions  and  Notations

 Assumptions  and  notations  used  in this study  are  as  fo11ows:
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Assumptions

  1. Target  cost  for the product  can  be set  based on  product price and  target sales

    quantity.

  2. Alternatives among  diffbrent functional units  are,  technically and  econemically,

    mutually  independent. [Phe case  where  this assumption  is removed  is discussed in

    Chapter 5.

  3. Cost of  each  alternative for any  functional unit  can  be estimated  based on  target

    sales  quantity.

  4. Product  cost  becomes  the sum  of  costs  of  alternatives  selected  in respective'  func-

    tional units.

  5. Evaluation  value  for each  alternative  in any  functional unit  is the sum  of  values

    of  all evaluation  items  assigned  to the alternative.

  6. Tota1 perfbrmance  of  the  product  is the sum  of  evaluation  values  for alternatives

    selected  in respective  fhnctional units.

Notations

E  i : the i-th evaluation  item  in PD  (i== 1,...,m)

Fj : thej-th functional unit  in PD  lj =1,...,n)

ajk:  the  k-th alternative of  functional unit  Fj lj=1,...,n; k=1,..., rj)

Aj  
'=
 {a ji ,...,a  j .j  }: set  of  alternatives  for F j

    In the case  where  we  need  to discriminate between  alternatives  listed originally

    and  those  arranged  later, we  mark  the  fbrmer  notations  with  superscript

    
"dash".

cjk:  cost  for alternative ajk(k=1...  rj)

c: product  cost  constraint,  hereafter we  cal1  it cost  constraint

wi  : weight  of  evaluation  item E  i , which  represents  the degree ofimportance  relative  to

    other  items

     m

    (Z w,  =1)

    i=1

wij  : weight  of  functional unit  F  j for evaluation  item E  i , which  represents  the degree

    of  importance relative  to other  units
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    n

   (Z wij  =1)

    j=1

u  ij k : evaluation  value  of  alternative aj k of  functional unit  Fj for evaluation  item E i ,

   which  represents  the degree  of  importance  among  alternatives

   (Su,j,=1)
    k=1

uj  k : total evaluation  value  of  alternative  aj  k in functional unit  Fj

         m

   (Ujk=.ZWiWijUijk)

       .
 

1=1

cj*='
 aMjiknE(l2gfj

     n

csi £ cj-
    j-1

  *=cj

 
-
 .Il,];,aX. fij;

          '

     n

c*iZcj*
    j=1

U(c): optimal  total pembrmance  when  alternatives  for all  functional units  Fj are  cho-

    sen  so  as  to maximize  total pembrmance  under  cost  constraint  c; hereafter we

    call function U(c) CPC;we  denote it,U(c ; q) instead ofU(c)  in case  where  we  need

    to clarify  optimal  perfbrmance  at  sales  quantity q.

w(c)  t c: function w(c)  is non-decreasing  in c

2.3 Preliminai  ), Cbnsicleration

  We  are  going to clarify  the  property  of  CPC  and  its role  in PD  deeision making.  For

this purpose, the  fo11owing steps  are  clarified  for any  original  alternative  a'j k in each

imctional unit  F j :

Step 1: Method  for calculating  evaluation  value  u'j k by using  AHP.

Step  2: Basic method  for estimating  cost  c'j k  on  target sales  quantity q.

Step  3: Method  for preparing arranged  alternative  set  Aj  
-==

 {aj , } by excluding  unqual-

       ified alternative  from  original  alternative setA',･  !{a'j  k }.
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'

 Step 1 : Method  for caleulating  evaluation  value  u'j k by AHR

  The  details of  evaluation  method  of  alterriatives  for each  functional unit  in PD  are

 omitted  as  they  are  described in Ahalytic Hierarchy Process (AHP)  [7]. Here, we  will

 give a  minimum  level ofexplanation  for bbtter understanding  ofour  arguinent.

    (DMake such  a  hierarchical diagrsm of  AHP  as  illustrated in Figure 2. Noticing

      that original  alternative set  A'J･ ={a'j  k} instead of  alternative set  1!i ={s  ,} in fig-

      ure  2 should  be described at first for F  j ,evaluation  iteins E  i ,functional  units  F

      j and  alternatives  a'j k  for F  j will  be listed in the  diagram.

    eDetermine weight  w  i for evaluation  item E  i ,which
 represents  the degree of

      importance among  evalution  items, by using  the pairwise comparisons  method

      of  AHP.

    @  Determine  weight  wi  j (i= 1, ..., m;  j= 1, ..., n)  of  functional unit  F  j for evaluation

      item E  i which  represents  the degree of  importance among  functional units,  by

      the pairwise  comparisons  method.

    @Determine evaluation  value  u'ijk(i=1,  ..., m;j=1,  ..., n;k=1,...,4)  of  alternative a'j

      k in functional unti  F  j for evaluation  item E  i ,by  using  the pairwise compar-

      isons method  among  alternatives  for functional unit  F  j.

    (S) Caleulate evaluation  value  u'j k  of  alternative a'j k  for F  j G=1,...,n;k= 1,...rlj).

Step 2  : Basic  methocl  for estimating  cost  c'J k at  target  sales  quantity  g

   Cost per product  c'j k (q) lj=1,...,n;k=:1,...r'j)at sales.  quantity q of  a}ternative  a'j k in

 functional unti  F  j includes R&D  cost  such  as  personnel expenses,  testing equipment,

 etc. and  production  cost  such  as  production facilities, raw  materials,  etc.  Production

 cost  wi11 be  a  function of  target sales  quantity q  as  the scale  of  production facilities

 may  vary  with target sales  quantity q. Therefore, using  cost  f'j k(q)  which  includes

 R&D  and  production  facility costs,  and  variable  cost  v'j k, cost  per product c'j k (q) is

 expressed  as

      c'j k (q)=v'j k  +  f 'j k (q) /q

 where  cost  f'j k<q)  is generally considered  to vary  with  production scale.  Ifit is consid-

 ered  as  fixed within  the range  ofvariation  in target sales  quantity q under  considera-

 tion,f'j k(q)  becomes  fixed costf'j  k. In the conventional  studies  [2], [31, target sales

 quantity of  produet  wag  supposed  implicitly and  thus  cost  c'j k was  considered  as  given.
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Where  there is an  uncertainty  in target  sales  quantity or  we  have  a  development  case

of  multiple  products series  with  diffbrent prices and  target sales  quantities, it is neces-

sary  to estimate  costs  of  alternatives  for each  target sales  quantity and  prepare  CPC

separately.  This  study  supposes  a  case  where  such  cost  estimation  is possible.

  For functional unit  Fj in PD, evaluatio4  value  set  {u'j k} and  cost  set  {c'j k} corre-

sponding  to development alternative  set  {a'j k} are  obtained.  For  simplicity  ofdescrip-

tion, {c'j k} is used  as  a  substitute  of  {c'j k(q)}, except  the special  case  where  it is needed

to show  target sales  quantity q.

Step  3 : Methocl  fbrprepan'rrg A  j by e  velnding  unqualpted  alternatives  t}vm A',-

 Using cost  c'j k and  evaluation  value  u'j k of  alternative  a'j k fer functional unit  F  j,

monotonic  subsequenceAj  is composed  from  alternative  set  A'J･ for functional unit  F  j ,

in the fbllowing way.  Here, denote the cost  and  evaluation  value  of  alternative  a  j , be

cjs  and  uj.,  respectively.

DetSnition  1: For  anyj  withj=1,...,n,  let a'j k satisfying

          
-p

     a,j,E}tAnv. 
cjk

be aji  and  corresponding  c'j k  and  u'j k  be cji  and  uji,  respectively.  Here, if we  have

plural  minimum  values  c'j k , we  choose  alternative  a'j k which  maximizes  u'j k . Then

for s=2,  3, ..., we  let a'jksatisfying

     a'j kei{na,j 
Ci
 
kcj
 (,-1)<c,j k, uj  (,-1)<u,J k}  

for
 
one

 
aj{,.1)EA'J･

 
(1)

be aj,,  recursively.  If we  have  plural minimum  values  c'j k,  we  choose  alternative

a',- kwhich  maximizes  u'j k . [[hen denote the arranged  alternative  set {aj ,}  beA  ,･ .

  This  subsequence  is shown  in Figure  3, which  plots costs  of  alternatives  as  the

abscissa  and  evaluation  values  as  the ordinate  for ea.ch  functional unit  F j .
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Proposition  1

 'UjktUjs

C'jk,Cjs

Figure  3 Relation ofA',･  and  ALi for imctional  unit  e

 It is sufficient  to considerA  J･ (A j -C A}･) in place ofA'j  as  a  set  of  alternatives  in mak-

ing optimal  choice  of  alternative  for functional unit  F  j .

 This is easily  understandable  by  the  fo11owing reason:

Suppose  that alternative a'j k  such  that

     a'j k E  { a'j k I cj (s.o<c'j  k, u  j (s.i}lu'j k}
                          '

,which  should  be excluded  as  unqualified  in equation  (1) of  Definition 1, is selected  as

optimal  alternative.  Ifwe  select  a  j (,.i) in place of  a'j k, the alternative with lower cost

and  higher evaluation  value  can  be attainod.  TEhis contradicts  the assumption  that  a'j k

is optimal  selection.  By  this reason,  it is obvious  that a'jkcarmot  be optimal  alterna-

tive, that is, a'j k is an  unqualifled  alternative in optimal  selection.

2.4 Rormulation

 Formulation  by DP  is possible so  10ng as  Assumption  2 holds (case where  no  depen-

dency exists  among  functional units).  However, since  Assumption 2 does not  hold in

the case  where  dependency exists  among  functional units,  the principle of  optimality

catmot  be applied  and  thus  DP  formulation is impossible. In this case,  EM  is needed

in order  to check the existence  of  dependency  for all the CAs  and  select  optimal  CA

among  possible CAs. In this study,  the formulation is made  supposing  more  general

case  where  Assumption  2 does not  hold. A  more  detailed treatment  of  the case  wi11 be
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discussed in Chapter  5.

  The  problem  of  selecting  an  alternative  for each  functional unit,  which  maximizes

total perfbrmance  (total evaluation  value)  under  cost  constraint  c, is formulated as  a

knapsack  preblem  in O-1 integer  programming:

  Suppose evaluation  value  u  j k is calculated  for each  alternative a  j k. Define variable

x  j k  with  respect  to adoption  or  rejection  of  alternative  a  j k:

           O  reject  alternative  aj  k

                                  for Vj=1,  H.  n;  Vk=1,  ..., rj     Xjk=

           1 adopt  alternative  ajk

  The  condition,  where  only  one  alternative  is selected  and  the other  alternatives

cannot  be selected  for each  functional unit  F  j , can  be written  by

     ,E.,xjk=  1 fbr vj== 1,".n.

The cost  of  adopting  alternative  ajk  is given by  cjk,  so  that total cost  constraint  in

the case  of  adopting  one  alternative  for each  functional unit  is expressed  by

     n  rj

     E  Zcjkxjk  s.c.
     j.1k.1

Paying attention  to the fact that evaluation  value  of  alternative  a  j k for functional unit

Fjis expressed  by ujk,  total perfbrmance  (total evaluation  value)  is given by

     n  rj

     Z  Zujkxjk.
     j .-1 k=1

[[hen, the problem  of  choosing  alternative  for each  functional unit  so  as  to maximize

total perfbrmance  under  cost  constraint  is formulated as  fo11ows:

     Maximize  2n zrjujkxjk
       Xjk  j==lk=1
                                                                     (2)
     Subject to

              n  rj

              E Zcjkxjks.c
              j.1k.1

rjZxjk=1

 forVj=1,".n
k=1

xjk  E  {O,1} for Vj=1,...,n;V k=1...rj  .
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3. Analyses

&1  Optimiuation  and  CPCM

p m/Ch fCA

  Equation (2) implies that the problem  is to select  a  CA  among  a  set  of  CAs  with  the
         n

finite size  flr j in nuinber  so  as  to maximize  total perfbrmance under  cost  constraint.
        j=1

  Making  use  of  spread  sheets  and  macro  functions of  a  certain  application  software,

we  can  easily  obtain  the figure of  CAs  as  illustrated in the application  example  of

Figure  8, which  plots cost  as  the  abseissa  and  total perfbrmance  as  the  ordinate.  From

the  figure, we  can  select  optimal  CA  for a  given cost  constraint.

  Usually we  don't know  an  appropriate  magnitude  given to target cost  constraint  so

the constraint  will  be set  at  a  certain  value  within  a  permitted  range.  Therefore, it's

important to make  CPC  which  represents  changes  in optimal  perfbrmance  when

changing  target cost  constraint.
                                                      '                                 '

  Applying the same  argument  as  the.method  for preparingAj  from A}  in Step 3 of
                                                       '

Section 2.3 (which uses  Definition 1 and  Proposition 1) to the figure of  CAs, we  can

easily  obtain  CPC.  Here,'we  briefly present this method.

  Among  all the CAs  in the figure, select the CA  with  minimum  cost  and  let it be

CA  a). Here, ifwe have plural CAs  with  minimum  cost,  we  choose  the CA  which  malg-

mizes  tota1 pembrmance.  In general, when  CA  (,-o is selected  for s =2,3,...  
,
 we  choose

the CA  which  attains  minimum  cost  among  CAs  with  1arger costs  and  higher perfbr-

mances  than  those for CA  {,-i) and  let it CA  <,). In order  to clarify  the sequence,  the

selected  CA  {,)'s are  successively  connected  by solid  line. The remaining  CAs  under  the

curve  are  ngt  relevant  to optimal  selection.

Mn  nicit  ofCPC

  From  the procedure  for making  CPC,  it is easily  seen  ,that the monotonicity  of  CPC

holds. This property  holds in more  general situation  described in Chapter  5 where

Assumption 2 does not  hold. Here we  present the result  only.  With  respect  to optimal
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total perfbrmance  U(c) which  satisfies  equation  (2), we  have

     U(c)tc  for c.Ec<c*.  (3)

   Relation (3) shows  that  pembrmance  U(c), namely,  CPC  is non-decreasing  with

respect  to an  increase in cost  constraint  c. Noticing optimal  CA  which  attains  maxi-

mum  total perfbrmanee  under  cost  constraint  is realized  at  a  CA  among  these selected

CA  {,)'s, it can  be easily  understood  that U(c) becomes  a  step  function illustrated as

dotted 1ine in Figure 4. Hewever,  from now  on,  we  conveniently  call  the curve  con-

nected  by  solid  line CPC  instead of  step  function.

             U(c)

                                                         c

                       Figure  4 Change  in U(c) by  c

QCQ!npa4sQ!Lbetweep.QRQM-and-!PI!lbt  CPCMdlDM

  In alternative  choice  of  VE, an  approach  is used  to narrow  down  to one  single  alter-

native  for each  functional unit.  This approach  is considered  as  a  practical method  to

avoid  the evaluation  of  enormous  number  of  CAs  in the case  ofdetailed  design where

design  alternatives  go into details. In fact, it had been used  at  plural companies

which  we  visited.  We  call  the  method,  which  individually selects  one  alternative  for

each  functional unit  considering  technological and  economic  factors, 
"individual

 design

method  (rDM)". However,  at  initial phase  ofPD  such  as  concept  or  method  design, it

is required  to form basic product concepts.  Here, it is impo.r,tant to select  a few set  of

well-balanced  CAs  which  may  attain  an  excellent  total cost-pembrmance  and  meet  all

the evaluation  items. Espeeially in development of  new  product  with  limited experi-

ence,  we  often  have  little specific  information on  cost-performance  of.product  tp be

adopted,  permissible range  for target cost  constraint,  etc. Also, in developing a  series

ofproducts,  it may  be needed  to define two  or  more  CAs  with  different grades. In such
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cases,  it, will  be effective  to consider  CPC,  that is, changes  in optimal  perfbrmance

when  changirig  cost  constraint  as  target value.  Taking into consideration  the fact that

IDM  has  been  used  in practice so  far, now  we  will  clarify  the diffbrenee between

CPCM  and  IDM.

  Suppose a  CPC  is obtained  as  shown  in Figure 5 by  CPCM.  Let cost  and  evaluatien

value  of  preferable alternative  a  j st, for functional unit  F  j q=1,...,n) by IDM  be  c  j tr

and  uj  ", respectively,  and  the CA  beArk={a  irk,...,a  .rk}.  Also define C"  and  U"as

fo11ows:

          n n

     CtrS £ Cjtr,  U"'i!Zuj
          j=l                      j=1

T[hen any  alternative which  belongs to the  area  u>U  tt and  c<C"  (diagonally shaded

area  in the figure) becomes superior  to alternative A  "  (marked with  @  in the figure).

The fact shows  that CPCM  is equal  to or  better than  IDM.  We  should  notice  that

CPCM  can  present a  practical and  convenient  method  for selecting  optimal  CA  from a

total viewpoint  in PD.

       u

U"

                                                               c

                                            c"

                  Figure  5 CosVPerformance  Curve  for CAs

a2  CPC  Tctking  rarget  Sales Quantity into  Aceount

 We  will  consider  the eff{)ct on  PD  when  target sales  quantity of  product  at  sales  price

p is changed  from  q  i to q  2 (q i<q  2). Here, we  suppose  the case,  where  altematives  for

any  fimctional unit  are  same  for both cases  since  target sales  quantity is set  under

                                   36
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predetermined  circumstances  with  respect  to product  concept,  multiple  criteria  and

alternatives as  explained  in Chapter 1 and  the scale  economy  exists  in cost  cjk(q)  for

any  functional unit  F j at  target  sales  quantity q, that is, the relation

     Cjk(q  i) >  cjk(q  2) for Vj=1,  -.  n  ; V k::: 1, ".  rj

holds.

  Evaluation values  ujk  of  any  alternatives ajk(q  i) and  ajk(q  2) at  two  target sales

quantities q  i and  q 2 are  same  but only  costs  are  different. Excluding  unqualMed  alter-

natives  from  all the CAs  and  drawing CPC  according  to the method  of  Definition 1,

the curves  of  solid  and  chain  lines in Figure 6(a) are  obtained.  All the  CAs  fbr each

functional unit  at  target sales  quantity q21ocate  above  those for q=qi.  Letting target

cost  when  q=q2bec2t  that  realizes  perfbrmance  u=uiat  q=qiand  c=ci,  then  the

relation  e2t<ci,  and  thus  it becomes possible to reduce  target cost  by the scale  eeono-

my.

 Next, as  a  special  case  in Figure  6(a), we  will  consider  a  case  where  product  2 (popu-

1ar product) with  price p2  and  target sales  quantity q2  and  product 1 (high-quality

product) with  price pi and  target sales  quantity qi are  lined up  simultaneously.  Here,

it is natural  to suppose

     p2<p1,  q2>q1･

Acc6rding to the above  consideration,  the relation  between the CPCs  for two  products

can  be expressed  as  shown  in Figure 6 (b) for the same  cost  constraint  by the differ-

ence  in scale  economy.

           u u

            

                  
            

         Ui   U2  

                                  c c
                C2t  Cl C2  Clt  Cl

                    (a) (b)

    Figure  6 Cost-Performance  Curves  fbr  Different  Target  Sales  Quantities

Let perfbrmance  of  product  2 under  cost  constraint  c2  be u2.  And  denote cost  con-
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straint  of  product  1 that realizes  u  2 and  cost  constraint  of  product  1 as  ci  t  and  ci,

respectively.  In order  to make  meaningfUl  the differentiation ofproducts  1 and  2, it is

necessary  that the relations

  P 1>C1>C1  t>C2,  P 1>P  2>C2

hold. In order  to set  cost  constraint  ci of  product  1, it is needed  to take properly large

ci-cit  within the range  ofp  i>c  i>cit.  If (p i-c)  q  i>(p  2-c  2) q2hokls,  the profit

gained  fibm product  1 exceeds  one  from  product  2. CPC  enables  us  to obtain  usefPl

information on  decision making  in PD,  as  shown  in the above  consideration.

4. An  Application  to a  Practical Problem

  We  wi11 show  a  practieal method  of  CPCM  by applying  to PD  of  copying  machine

which  has been already  developed.

  Suppose  a  copying  machine  to be installed at  a  corner  of  small  office. The develop-

ment  concepts  of  this copying  machine  are  low price, smal1  size  and  easy  operation.

Seven evaluation  items E  i (i= 1,...,7) are  considered  for this copying  machine,  i.e., copy

quality, copy  speed,  compactness,  operability,  maintainability,  enviroiunental  friendli-

ness,  and  running  cost.  [[1ie copying  machine  consists  of  9 functional units  of  main

frame unit,  cover  unit,  operation  panel  unit,  scanning  unit,  image  processing unit,

development unit  (toner supply),  transfer  unit,  fusing unit,  and  electrieal  components

unit.  Of these units,  design alternatives  for functional units  of  inain frame, cover,

operation  panel  and  electrical  components  are  supposed  given and  thus  excluded  fu)m

selection.  Practically it is needed  to decide alternatives  for six  functional units.  Two

alternatives  a  j k (k=1, 2) are  proposed  for each  subsystem  F.j lj=1,...,6). Two  alterna-

tives for fimctional units  of  paper  feeding, scanning,  image processing, development,

transfer and  fusing units  correspond  to methods  of  paper  holding, mirror  unit  drive,

installation and  removal  of  multiple  units,  toner change,  field application,  installation

and  removal  of  multiple  parts, respectively.  Hierarchical diagram in PD  of  copying

machine  is shown  in Figure 7.

 Weight w  i ofeach evaluation  value  E i is calculated  by tihe pairwise comparisons  ofAHP

and  its validity  is che(ilred by consistency  index and  consistency  ratio. Weight w  i j which
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expresses  the impor'tance of  imctional unit  F  j for evaluation  item  E  i and  evaluation

value  u'ij  k of  alternative  a'j k in subsystem  F  j for evaluation  item E i are  calculated  by

the pairwise comparisons  of  AHP  and  its validity  is checked  in the same  way.  Using

w  i , wij  and  u'ij k  , evaluation  value  ul･ k of  alternative al･ k is obtained.  Target  sales  quan-

tity of  this machine  is set  at  qi=220,OOO  and  cost  per  product  c'j k of  altemative  a'j k in

subsystem  F j is estimated  based on  the accomplishments'  values.  The  series  of  eost

values  are  converted  in a  certain  form. For  purposes of  eomparison,  eosts  c'jkin  the

case  of  target sale  quantity  q2= 350,OOO are  also  calculated.  Evaluation values  u'j k

and  costs  c'j k are  summarized  in Table 1.

 Here, decision maker  in PD  ig interested in selecting  a  CA  for all  functional units  so

as  to maximize  total perfbrmance  under  cost  constraint.

Table  1 Evaluation  Values  and  Costs  of  Alternatives

Fj F, F, F, F, F, Fs

a'jk aiiial12 aV21ain a'31a's2at"a'e a151alsua'61aiee

,U}L

O.054O.093O.053O.059O.196O.113O.091O.074O.058O.072O.078O.059

C'jh113.9109.2124.4119.3166.8161.9198.2192.6'
1oo.697.2

'102.498.432.135.4

31.133.818.217.280.077.782.179.870.869.1

Note: for c3･k, cost  of  upper  figures:qi=220,OOO;  cost  oflower  figures: q2=:350,Ooo.

  For  functional unit  F  3 in Table  1, alternative  a'32 is inferior to alternative a'3i in

both  evaluation  and  cost  and  thus  is excluded  as  an  unqualified  alternative.  As a

result,  only  one  alternative  a'3i remains  for F  3, so  that F  3 is excluded  from  alternative

selection.  For  tihe same  reason,  F  4 is excluded  because alternative a'42 is excluded  as

an  unqualified  one.  Hereinafter, for alternatives  which  remain  after  excluding

unqualified  alternatives,  ajkis  used  instead of  a'jk.  In Figure 8, at  qi=220,OOO,al1

the 16 CAs  for 4 functional units,  exeluding  the above  two  functional units,  are  plotted

with  total costs  as  the abscissa  and  total perfbrmance  as  the ordinate.  This figure is

drawn  using  the spread  sheet  and  its macro  functions.
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       O.31

       o,s

       e,ee

       O.28

       O.27

       O.26

       O.25

       O.24

       o.ee

       O.22

       O.21
        350 360 370 3an 390 4oo 410 420 ngO 4ua 450 asO 470 4sc 490

             Figure  8 Cost-performance Curve  ofCopying  Machine

  The  solid  line indicates CPC  obtained  through  optimization.  The reason  is under-

standable  by the fact that total perfbrmance  increases monotonously  with  increase in

cost  constraint  where  CPC  selects  the  CA  which  attains  maximum  total perfbrmance

under  cost  constraint.  Optimal  CA  can  be selected  only  from  6 CAs  on  the  solid  line.

The  remaining  CAs  under  the  curve  are  not  relevant  to optimal  selection.

  Total perfbrmance  is improved  remarkably  with  increase in cost  under  cost  con-

straint  cup  to approximately  390, but withcover  390, the degree  of  improvement  in

perfbrmance  is small  compared  with  increase in cost.  From  this fact and  the fact that

c  is needed  to set  at  400  or  less when  considering  sales  price, it is realistic  to vary  c

between 370  and  400.

 Then,  we  will  consider  the  difference between CPCM  and  IDM.  Here, suppose  CA

(an, a22,  asi,  a62)  (marked with  @  in the figure) is selected.  The  cost  of  this CA  is 401.1

and  its pembrmance  is O.23 (hereinafter this is written  as  CP  (401.1, O.23)). T[he CAs

superior  to this are  3 alternatives of  CA, CA2  and  CA3 in shaded  region  of  the figure.

  [[hen, either  of2  CAs, namely,  CA2  (ai2, a2i,  asi, a62)  (CP (380.2, O.263)) or  CA3  (ai2,

a2i, asi, a6i)  (CP (391.5, O.282)), is superior  to the other  2  alternatives.  From  this, it is

seen  that  either  of  2 CAs  on  CPC  can  be selected  paying  attention  to the magnitude  of

cost  constraint.

  Finally, we  will  evaluate  a  practical decision by using  the concept  of  CPC.  In this
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case,  CA  (aii, a2i,  asi,  a6i)  (CP (381.0, O.243)) was  selected  in practice. CA  is inferior to

CA2  numerically  and  should  be excluded  as  unqualified  alternative.  However, compar-

isons of  costs  and  pembrrnances  show  that both alternatives make  no  remarkable  dif-

ference. In such  a  case,  formal  or  mechanical  exclusion  of  unqualified  alternatives

involves risks and  therefore it is important  to examine  technically the difference

between two  alternatives. In fact, as  shown  in Table 2, the difference among  alterna-

tives CA, CAi, CA2 and  CAe  results  from the diffbrence between two  alternatives of

functional units  Fi (paper feoding unit)  and  F2 (fusing unit).  If alternatives  with  lower

maintainability  of  F2 are  to be avoided,  it is natural  to replace  CA2 with  CA  with  little

numerical  difference. As a  result,  CPC  is modified  by a  curve  (chain line) connecting

CAi, CA  and  CA3  in Figure  8. T!hen, the selection  of  alternatives  wi11 depend on  the

magnitude  of  allowable  cost  constraint.  It is considered  that the result  of  analysis

suggests  the following viewpoint: as  the aim  of  CPC  is to provide useful  information

for judgement, it is impor'tant to give technical and  economic  consideration  to individ-

ual  alternatives  including unqualified  ones  where  deeision making  varies  delicately

around  CPC.

Tal)le 2Comparison  of  Four  CAs

F2:Fusing

MairLtainability(M)
Cost(H)

Maintainability(L)
Cost(L)

Fi;Paperfeeding

Operability(H)
Cost(H)

CAs' CA,

Operability(M)
Cost(L)

iCA
---.-..-.--,CA,

Note:H:high,  M:medium,L:low

 In the figure, broken  line shows  CPC  at  q2= 350,OOO. From  this, it is seen  that CPC

at  qi=220,OOO  shifts  leflMrard by scale  merit.  As a  result,  under  total cost  constraint

c=381,  at  qi=220,OOO, CA2  (ai2, a2i, asi, a62)  (CP (380.2, O.263)) is selected  whereas  in

the case  of  q2=350,OOO, CA3  (ai2, a2i, asi,  a6i)  (CP (378.02, O.282)) is selected.  As

shown  in this example,  seale  merit  gives an  opportunity  for selecting  CA  with  higher

perfbrmance  under  the same  cost  constraint  or  CA  whieh  realizes  the  sarne  perfbr-

'
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mance  by lower cost  constraint.

  The result  of  analyses  shows  the importance of  explicitly  introducing target sales

quantity into cost  estimation  mechanism  ofPD.  The target sales  quantity will  play a

key role  in developing further extended  models  for PD.

5. IV'eatmentwith rlechnolQgicalorEconomieDopendentAlternatives

  In this chapter,  we  consider  how  to obtain  CPC  when  technological or  economic

dependency  exists  among  alternatives  for plural functional units.

Delinition2  llechnolagicalorEconomicDepen(lency

  (1)Among alternatives  of  two  or  more  functional units,  there  may  be alternatives

   which  cannot  be adopted  as  CA  by technological reason.  These alternatives  are

   referred  as  technologically dependent.

  (2)Among alternatives  of  two  or  more  functional units,  there may  be cases  where

   cost  of  CA  is not  equal  to sum  of  costs  of  respective  functional unit  alternatives  by

   economic  reason.  These  alternatives  are  referred  as  economically  dependent.

  If technological or  economic  dependency  may  exist,  it is necessary  to check  the exis-

tence ofdependency  for all the  CAs  and  take  necessary  corrective  actions.  [Ehis correc-

tion is easily  made  by using  the spread  sheet  and  its macros  used  for preparing

Figure  8  (calculation oftotal  perfbrmance  and  cost  ofCAs).  The method  is as  fbllows:

  Calculate total perfbrmances  and  costs  of  CAs  prepared  under  the assumption  that

any  dependency  does  not  exist.  Then,  delete CAs  with  technological  dependency.

Correct costs  of  CAs  with  economic  dependency.  Using  the features of  spread  sheet,

plot costs  as  the abscissa  and  total perfbrmances  as  the ordinate  fbr all the CAs.

Starting from  the  CA  with  the  lowest cost  (if there  are  more  than  two,  adopt  the  alter-

native  with  higher  total performance),  make  monotonic  subsequence  described in

Definition 1. The solid  1ine obtained  by successively  connecting  these CAs  is CPC.
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6. Conclusion

 This  study  considers  the fo11owing points for the problem  of  selecting  CA  in PD  so  as

to maximize  total perfbrmance  under  cost  constraint:

  1. CPCM  for the choice  of  CA  introducing target sales  quantity are  given by the joint

   use  of  AHP  and  EM,  which  enables  us  to treat with  more  general eases  
･including

   dependent alternatives  among  functional units.

  2. The  property of  CPC  and  its role  in decision making  are  systematically  deseribed ,

   especially  the effect  of  introducing target sales  quantity are  clarified.

  3. A  practical application  to PD  of  eopying  machines  is presented  by using'  CPCM

   and  usefu1  information is given in applying  the method  to.other PD  problems.

  Modeling studies  in the field of  PD  have not  been made  extensively  compared  with

thgse in production problems, because  actual  circumstances  are  not  always known  and

the ill-structured nature  with  multiple  and  qualitative factors makes  these diMcult.

Thus, it is considered  important to offbr  more  prototype models  in this field.
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諭 　文

コ ス ト ・パ フ ォ
ニ マ ン ス 曲線 を使用 した製品開発

日下　泰夫
＊

〈 齢 文 要 旨 〉

　価値観 の 多様 化 ， 企 業 間競争 の 激化 の 下で
， 顧 客の 要求す る諸機能 を有す る製 品 を

総合的な観点か ら バ ラ ン ス よ く低 コ ス トで 供給する こ とは
， 製品 開発 の 1 つ の 重要な

視点 で あ る． この領域で は従 来か ら コ ス ト性 能比（価格性能比）と い う用 語が使用 され

て きた が ，こ こで の 「性能」は コ ン ピ ュ
ー

タ の 演算速度の よ うに単
一

の 性能 に限定 さ

れ事後的に使用 され る こ とが 多か っ た。こ の概念 を，評価項目の 多目標性 と定性的特

性 を考慮 した総 合性 能 と して ， 製 品開発 の 意思 決定に明示的，操作的に使用 出来る よ

うに す る こ とが 重要 で あ る． こ の 観 点か ら，
コ ス ト ・パ フ ォ

ー
マ ン ス 曲線（CPC ）を

利用 し て ， コ ス ト制約下 で 総合性能 を最大 に す る製品開発組合せ代 替案 を選択す る 方

法 が ， 階層分析法（AHP ）と動的計画 法（DP ）を使 用 して提案 され て い る．

　本研 究 は 、上 記の 問題 に対 して
，

コ ス ト制約下 の 製品 開発 で重 要な役割 を果 たす製

品の 目標販売量 を新 た に導入す る こ と に よ っ て
， 拡 張化 され た CPC を利用す る方法

を提案する，定式化 と解析 には ，階層分析 法（AHP ）と列挙法（EM ）を結合的 に使用す

る．次 い で
，

こ の モ デ ル を複写機 の 実際の 開発事例 に適用する こ と に よ っ て
， 提案法

の 具体的利用法 と他 の 諸問題 に適用 す る際 の い くつ か の 重要 な視 点 を明 らか に す る．

さらに ， 複 数の 機能 ユ ニ ッ トの 代替案 間 に技術的あ る い は経済的従属性が存在す る場

合に対処す る方法 も示す ．

　提案法は ，多 目標的 ・定性的評価を処理 する AHP と表計算な ど の 簡単 なソ フ トウ

ェ ア の 使用 を前提 と した EM の 結合 的適用 を通 じて ，拡張化され た CPC を製品 開発

の 意思決定 に 利用する プ ロ トタ イプ ・モ デ ル と して特徴づ け られ る ．

〈 キー ワ ー ド〉

　製品開発 ， コ ス ト ・パ フ ォ
ー

マ ン ス 曲線，目標販売量 ，組み 合 わせ代 替案 ， 階層分

析法 ， 列挙法 ， 複写機 へ の 適用
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